Data-Centric Data Storage
and Transport Protection
Organizations face daily challenges from sophisticated cybersecurity attacks, insider threats, and
employee errors and omissions. Security lapses, willful data exfiltration and mistakes can cost millions
of dollars to remediate and can detrimentally impact a brand reputation.
The ideal solution must protect data across the sensitive data
lifecycle, from the point of creation to the point of destruction
and not just while the data is in storage. It will layer on top of
existing directory services to provide an additional level of
access control to define, track, and document who is accessing
what and when. It will also fit within budget constraints from
both an acquisition and and ongoing maintenance perspective.
Sengex has partnered with Security First Corp to provide our
customers DataKeep, an enterprise-class solution that makes it easier to adopt a “protect everything”
security strategy for data across your on-premise and cloud resources. Enhanced features include
least privileged access management, sophisticated encryption, integrated key management, and audit
logging and integrated reporting. Together, these create a powerful data protection solution that
mitigates unauthorized access and serves as your last line of defense in the event of a breach.
DataKeep is the next generation of truly secure data-centric protection for organizations looking to
protect their digital assets. By implementing DataKeep organizations can easily manage who, what,
when, where and how data is accessed and mitigate risk associated with unauthorized access to data.
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Data-Centric Data Storage
and Transport Protection
DataKeep addresses the most stringent compliance requirements
across all industries with built-in data protection, data access
processes, cryptographic policy enforcement, auditing and
reporting capabilities, and integrated key management. By
employing encryption that protects data wherever it’s stored,
organizations can avoid associated fines and expensive data breach
notification efforts.
In a layered security model, a data-centric approach is critical to
defend against costly data breach disclosures and associated
losses. Organizations adding a data-centric solution for security
need an open solution built around certified industry standards
that is easy to deploy, manage, and seamlessly integrate into
existing environments. DataKeep offers complete security, privacy
and control of data across your enterprise while serving as your
last line of defense against a breach.
Sengex’s THREAT (Threat Reduction Engineering and Assessment Team) services combined with the
DataKeep solution will enable customers to ensure the protection of their private data beyond the
firewall, network, application, and host level down to the data level under a data-centric approach.
THREAT services for data protection include:
•
•

•

•

•

Clearly identifying and understanding client needs and
develop or tailoring available solution to meet those needs
Identifying solutions that not only address a need or
problem, but also achieves optimum efficiency in ongoing
operation
Selecting the right technologies and practices that address
client’s requirements from both a security and business
need perspective
Provide turnkey engagement for install and validation of
solution via our “Proof of Concept” process all the way until
system deployment and ongoing support
Achieve maximum efficiency to overall security practices through
integration of solutions, or multiple technologies into existing security operations.

The Sengex team has 120+ years of combined experience in understanding and implementing threat
security technologies into established security operations, that minimize disruption, enhance
capabilities and seamlessly become part of daily operations against both physical and cyber threats.
To learn more about THREAT, and other Sengex services, visit: www.sengex.com
1320 Old Chain Bridge Rd, Suite 405 McLean VA 22101
703-520-1213

